Although any language could be used to write progrm for an aubrnauc heterogeneous supermmputing system certain language proparies can improve the performance of the system and can widen the range of execution models supported. 
In any discussion of programming puallel machines, i t is very important to distinguish between the programming madel and he e.zecrrtih* d l . The programming model is simply the model of parallelism seen by the programmer and express4 in the high-IeveI lmguage code. In conmast, the execution model embodies machine-specific &tails and is generally expressed either in native assembly language or in a high-level language augmented by calls to parallelism-related functions. Parallel execution models are complicated by the combination of advances in networking and proliferation of mexpensive, high-performance, computers: the execution model is no longm one complex -get machine, but a hearogeneous network of mmplex twget machines. In h i s paper, we are concerned with the mechanics of automatically mapping any progr~vning model into the best cxtcuion m d e l available a t k rime t k progrm is run. In psrkulu. his pBper will f m s on the various aspects of AHS, a prototype sofkw ere system supporting automatic heterogeneous supercornpu~ing. Section 2 describes fhe parallel language m d programming model used to write programs for AHS.
Several of the most important exextion m&k, and the software enviromnents needed to suppwt hem, are descrikd in time. Finally, section 5 summarizes the contributions of this work and suggests directions for fume research.
The W D C Language
Although any language could be used to write progrm for an aubrnauc heterogeneous supermmputing system certain language proparies can improve the performance of the system and can widen the range of execution models supported. The romplle and run d p t This i n f d m dwribcs how to hitiate a user p g m using this h wl n e~u t i o n model. However, in AHS. erecti entry also contains derailed i n f o~i o n that can be used to accurately predict rehive perfonnmce of any given program. This performance-prediction infomation is composed of two t y p of timing information: loadindependent propaties and loaddepmtent properties.
Perhaps

Load-Independent Thlng h p e r t l e s
The lod-independent timing ~o p e n i e s of a combination of execution model and machine are repemtad as a list giving the executbn tlme for each bask operation. . We attempt to minimize these imperfections by using 5-point median filtering on the computed times, but even this gives a typical accuracy of only about +/-10%. The good news is that even a 50% arror in one of these estimates is unlikely to have a significant adverse affect on the performance of AHS. T h e load s v q k m e n t . Whenewl~ this systtm msaigna 4 job lo a machine, the I d avemge f a h t mathim may h g e lo mflcd that anolher pmccss must bt ackduled. This vdut is h k r e r n m t by which the laad average dmngu for ach d i t i a u l pmxrs scheduled on the machine. Undu UNIX on a mipwusor. it i a assllmed IO h 1.0; for an n -p m f u a o r~-M mu-lor.
it is assuned w k 1 .Oh.
Notice that d y nly load average is likely to change after the system has been configured. 
